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Donor-doped transition metal oxides such as donor-doped strontium titanate (n-SrTiO3)

are of fundamental importance for oxide electronic devices as well as for electronic sur-

face and interface engineering. Here we quantitatively analyze the variable band alignment

and the resulting space charge layer at the surface of n-SrTiO3, determined by its surface

redox chemistry. Synchrotron-based ambient pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

conducted under applied thermodynamic bias is used to access electronic structure and

chemistry of the surface. We find an electron depletion layer driven by cationic surface

point defects which are controlled by adjusting the ambient atmosphere (pO2). We corre-

late the pO2-dependence to a response of the strontium sublattice, namely the precipita-

tion of strontium oxide and the formation of charged strontium vacancies at the surface.

We suggest the reversible conversion of surface-terminating strontium oxide into extended

strontium oxide clusters as the responsible process by resolving chemical dynamics in-situ.

As we show, atomic control of these subtle changes in the surface redox-chemistry allows

to tailor electrical transport properties along the n-SrTiO3 surface. Our study thereby gives

access to engineering electronic band bending in transition metal oxides by the control of

the surface chemistry.

Keywords: Surface chemistry; donor-doped SrTiO3; near ambient pressure XPS; surface

space charge layer; band alignment; strontium oxide precipitation; electronic surface prop-

erties
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I. INTRODUCTION

Perovskite-type transition metal oxides (TMOs) are of high scientific interest due to their vari-

ety of electrical and magnetic properties.1–4 Especially their surface and interface properties and

the strong coupling of lattice disorder and electronic structure give rise to a wide range of inter-

esting effects and applications, such as resistive switching,5–8 the formation of two dimensional

electron gases,9–11 efficient solar cells12 and solid oxide fuel cell electrodes.13,14 In all cases, sur-

face and interface properties are of the utmost concern, as they often influence or even determine

device properties, by defining interface dipoles,15 band alignments16,17 or space charge layers.18

Understanding and actively tuning the electrical surface properties in TMOs is hence highly desir-

able. [text shortened]

As a typical model material, donor-doped strontium titanate (n-SrTiO3) has gained signifi-

cant attention. It is used for direct applications, such as gas sensors19,20 or superconducting21

and memresistive devices.7,22,23 Moreover, n-SrTiO3 is used as a quasi-metallic substrate for su-

perconducting thin films24, ferroelectric tunnel junctions25–27, oxidic water splitting catalysts,28

and resistive switching devices.6,7,29 The bulk of n-SrTiO3 is referred to as a degenerate n-type

semiconductor. Ionic defect equilibria relevant to the lattice disorder of n-SrTiO3 are often ne-

glected due to their sluggish response times,30,31 rendering the bulk of n-SrTiO3 a simple oxide

semiconductor characterized by its extrinsic dopant concentration and the corresponding electron

concentration. Approaching nanoscale structures and devices such as thin films, heterostructures,

and interfaces,9,32–36 however, electronic and ionic properties may differ from the known bulk

behavior.18,31,37–40 This is due to the reduced dimensions, the presence of space charges, built-in

electric fields, or band bending and the small relevant diffusion lengths involved.

For n-SrTiO3, there are indications for the existence of a surface space charge layer pointing

towards a more complex behavior of the surface as compared to the bulk.22,32 In a previous study,

we have shown the presence of a surface space charge layer by lab-based ambient pressure X-

ray photoelectron spectroscopy (AP-XPS).41 In agreement with this, eased electronic transport

and charge-trapping in the vicinity of the surface was reported.22,32,42 The origin of this surface

space charge layer, however, was not clarified yet. Possible scenarios considered are intrinsic sur-

face states, ionic charges formed at the surface by adsorption of gas molecules,22,43,44 and ionic

charges originating from Sr vacancy defects formed in the course of oxidation.31,42

To clarify this, we address the redox chemistry of the n-SrTiO3 surface, investigate its de-
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pendence on thermodynamic bias induced by a controlled oxygen atmosphere (pO2), and char-

acterize the resulting surface band bending and electrical transport properties as a function of

pO2. For this, electronic structure and surface chemistry is accessed by AP-XPS carried out in-

situ with different incident photon-energy and in different oxygen atmospheres (Fig. 1). Due to

its tunable surface-sensitivity, synchrotron-based AP-XPS allows to elucidate changes in surface

chemistry and electronic structure simultaneously. A controlled pO2 during the experiment (up

to 1.3 mbar O2) allows to follow the chemical response of the sample to a varied oxygen at-

mosphere. Elevated sample temperatures (670 K) activate ionic equilibria and allow for atomic

rearrangements in response to the ambient atmosphere. Varying the incident photon energies, we

achieve depth profiling, allowing to track the potential profile of the space charge layer in different

atmospheres. Spectroscopic analysis is complemented by electrical transport experiments carried

out under comparable conditions, which consistently show a corroborating variation in electron

density in the thin films as the surface chemistry is varied. In this way, we can link the chemi-

cal response and electronic structure of the surface to the electronic transport behavior. Based on

the defect chemistry of n-SrTiO3, we propose a surface redox process involving the formation of

negatively charged Sr vacancy defects, kinetically confined to the surface and concomitant to the

clustering of SrO precipitates, to cause the pO2-dependence of the surface space charge layer in

n-SrTiO3.

II. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

We deposited stoichiometric 0.5 wt% Nb-doped SrTiO3 thin films by pulsed laser deposition

on undoped single crystalline SrTiO3 (100) substrates (CrysTec GmbH, Berlin, Germany), using

a KrF excimer laser (λ = 248 nm) with a laser fluence of 1.2 J/cm2 at a repetition rate of 5 Hz, a

spot size of 2 mm2, and a target-to-substrate distance of 44 mm. The film was grown in an oxygen

atmosphere of 0.1 mbar at a substrate temperature of 1073 K. The growth process was monitored

by reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED). Clear RHEED intensity oscillations indi-

cated a layer-by-layer growth of the thin film. After the growth the sample was quenched down to

room temperature and no further treatment was performed prior to the different experiments. The

quality of the stoichiometric growth process was analyzed carefully by atomic force microscopy

(Cypher, Asylum Research), RHEED (see SI I), and Hall measurements (Lake Shore 8400 series).

In order to characterize the surface space charge layer and to clarify its origin we use synchrotron-
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based AP-XPS measurements applying variable X-ray photon energies at elevated temperature

and in different oxygen atmosphere (Beamline 11.0.2, Advanced Light Source, Berkeley, CA,

USA).45,46 Figure 1 shows a schematic illustration of the experiment allowing direct access to

the surface chemistry and electronic structure while applying a controlled oxygen pressure. The

atmosphere applied in-situ during the measurements ranged from 10−8 mbar base pressure up to

1.3 mbar oxygen atmosphere, which also defined the total pressure during the AP-XPS measure-

ments. The elevated sample temperature (670 K) during the experiment allows to activate ionic

reactions at the surface. All characteristic core levels of n-SrTiO3 (Sr3d, O1s, Ti2p and Sr3p) were

investigated. Variable incident photon-energies yield different kinetic energies and thus inelastic

mean free paths (IMFP) of excited core level electrons, allowing depth-resolved measurements

(Fig. 1).

The as-prepared sample was contacted from the top using thin metal contact strips consisting

of 50 nm platinum on top of 5 nm titanium deposited by e-beam evaporation. This way, an ohmic

contact between the n-SrTiO3 thin film and the analyzer ground contact (Fermi coupling) is en-

sured. The photon energy was varied from 1080 eV to 270 eV. For Sr3d core level spectroscopy,

this corresponds to IMFPs ranging from 1.2 nm to 0.4 nm at the electron take off angle of 40◦,

as calculated by the TPP2M formula.47 All binding energy scales are calibrated to the literature

value of the Au4f core level collected on a thin gold foil attached to the sample.48,49 Note that

this only corrects possible variations in the incident photon energy. A typical measurement took

Ti
Pt

Undoped SrTiO3

Analyzer

Nb:SrTiO3

Resistance Heater

Analyzer

Synchrotron

λIMFP

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the in-situ AP-XPS experiments enabling to apply thermodynamic bias during the

measurements. Using different incident photon energies the kinetic energy of excited electrons can be tuned, resulting

in specific inelastic mean free paths for a given core level. In this way, depths-resolved measurements in a controlled

oxygen atmosphere are obtained.
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about 30 minutes to 1 hour to adjust and stabilize temperature and gas pressure, followed by about

24 hours to execute the spectroscopic experiments. During the entire time, the sample was kept

under constant conditions. No transient changes in spectral shape or binding energy position were

observed throughout the experiments, indicating spectroscopic equilibrium after the adjustments.

Electrical transport under varied oxygen atmospheres was measured in a 4-point probe setup,

while exposing the sample to gas mixtures of equivalent pO2 and a similar temperature as ap-

plied in the AP-XPS experiments (670 K) . The oxygen pressure in the electrical measure-

ment was varied from 0.005 mbar O2 to 1.0 mbar O2 in a total pressure of 1.0 bar by using

mixtures of argon gas with a purity of 6.0 and a premixed gas consisting of 0.1 % O2 in Ar

(Air Products and Chemicals, PRAXAIR). The transition between two gas atmospheres was

realized quickly by premixing different pO2 in two parallel flow channels and switching between

them using a four-port valve. This way we could ensure that the switching of the ambient atmo-

sphere can be regarded as instantaneous with respect to the timescale of the conductivity relaxation

.

III. RESULTS & DISUCSSION

A. Surface electron depletion in as-prepared n-SrTiO3 thin films

Fig. 2 shows the carrier concentration obtained for n-SrTiO3 thin films with different layer

thickness as determined from room temperature Hall measurements immediately after synthesis.

In an ideal semiconductor picture, one would expect a thickness-independent carrier density that

matches the Nb-dopant concentration (1.5 × 1020 cm−3, dashed line). In contrast, however, we

observe a systematic thickness dependence of the electron density. Only at layer thickness ap-

proaching 200 nm the carrier concentration coincides with the donor concentration. At lower film

thickness, however, the carrier concentration decreases significantly below the donor concentra-

tion. At a thickness of 30 nm, the conductivity of the thin films was even below the detection

limit and no carrier concentration could be determined. The systematic decrease of the carrier

concentration at small layer thicknesses below about 100 nm is indicative of an electron deple-

tion layer becoming the dominant factor for electron transport. The as-grown layers hence readily

form an inherent space charge layer, consistent with earlier reports.32 A more trivial explanation

for the observed thickness-dependent electron density is a non-ideal growth processes leading to
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Figure 2. Carrier concentration obtained for 0.5 wt% n-SrTiO3 thin films with different layer thickness. The red

dashed line indicates the nominal donor concentration. The blue dashed line is a guide to the eye emphasizing the

effect of electron depletion at low layer thicknesses.

the incorporation of defects and electron traps during synthesis.30,50–52 However, growth-induced

defects would be expected to become increasingly effective as the layer thickness increases. In

Fig. 2, we observe opposite behavior: the carrier density approaches the Nb-concentration with

increasing layer thickness, indicating a stoichiometric synthesis process, and thus supporting the

interpretation of an electron depletion layer present at the surface of the thin films. In analogy

to semiconductors, the physical origin of this may be intrinsic surface states or unsaturated dan-

gling bonds.32 However, also ionic defect states or charged adsorbates can form localized negative

charges, which would drive electron depletion.31,41,43,44 A physical fingerprint of such a redox-

chemistry-triggered effect is the characteristic dependence on the activity of the oxidizing agent.

The key question arising from this is if the observed electron depletion layer shows a character-

istic dependence on pO2 that can be identified as physical fingerprint and allows for a controlled

manipulation. This will be addressed below by synchrotron-based AP-XPS.

B. pO2-dependence of space charge layer and surface chemistry

To investigate the surface redox-chemistry directly, we performed in-situ spectroscopic exper-

iments while varying the pO2. The experimental conditions emulate those during thin film syn-
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thesis, where elevated temperatures are applied and oxygen pressure is a major control parameter.

Fig. 3 a) shows Sr3d core level spectra measured at a temperature of 670 K in ultra high vac-

uum (UHV, 10−8 mbar) and at increased oxygen pressure (1.3 mbar O2) b) for different probing

depths. The Sr3d core level spectra shift systematically towards lower binding energies (BE) with

decreasing probing depth, as observed for both measurements in UHV and high pO2 conditions

(cf. dashed lines in Fig. 3 a), b)). A similar shift with varied probing depths is observed for all

core level spectra (cf. SI II). This rigid shift of all spectra is indicative of electronic band bending

within the probed volume and consistent with an electron depletion layer at the surface of the thin

film.41 It is noteworthy that the shifts observed in UHV (Fig. 3 a)) indicate that the electron deple-

tion layer at the surface of n-SrTiO3 is present not only when oxygen is applied, but also persists

in (reducing) UHV conditions.53

While spectral shifts along the energy axis indicate electronic band bending, chemical infor-

mation is contained in the detailed shape of the core level spectra. In order to reveal chemical

Ti2p | 10-8 mbar | 670 KO1s | 10-8 mbar | 670 KSr3d | 10-8 mbar | 670 K

Sr3d | 10-8 mbar | 670 K

Sr3d | 1.3 mbar | 670 K Ti2p | 1.3 mbar | 670 KO1s | 1.3 mbar | 670 K

BE (eV) BE (eV)

Sr3d | 1.3 mbar | 670 K

relative BE (eV) relative BE (eV) relative BE (eV)

(a) (b) (c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

12

12

Figure 3. AP-XPS data obtained for the Sr3d core level spectra at different probing depths in UHV (10−8 mbar)

a) and high oxygen pressure of 1.3 mbar b). In c-h), the core level spectra obtained for Sr3d, O1s and Ti2p were

superimposed. (c, e, g) display data obtained in UHV, (d, f, h) display data obtained at a pO2 of 1.3 mbar. Note

that for a more ready comparison in (c-h), the maxima of each core level were artificially shifted to coincide (relative

binding energy scales), thereby removing the observed peak shifts.
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changes with varied probing depths and varied atmosphere, we superimposed the core level spec-

tra artificially so that the maxima coincide, such as shown for Sr3d, O1s, and Ti2p in Figs. 3 c-h).

For this, all energy scales were shifted to overlap the spectra, as denoted by the relative binding

energy (rel. BE) notation. The oxygen (e,f) and titanium (g,h) core levels barely show any changes

in their spectral shape neither with probing depth nor oxygen atmosphere. In contrast, the Sr3d

core level (c,d) spectra show significant changes in shape, indicating an altered Sr chemistry as

the experiment becomes more and more surface sensitive. Thus, the absence of any significant

changes in the oxygen and titanium spectra clearly indicate that the Sr sublattice at the surface to

be involved in the surface-redox process.

In Fig. 4, we therefore focus on a detailed analysis of the Sr3d spectra. All recorded Sr3d spec-

tra have the necessity to be described by two doublets, one of them attributed to a bulk component
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Figure 4. Fitting of the Sr3d spectra obtained in UHV (10−8 mbar) a) and in high oxygen pressure of 1.3 mbar b).

Two doublets are required, attributed to a bulk contribution (dark area) and a surface contribution (light area), typically

identified as SrO secondary phase. The data is displayed as red and blue circles, the orange lines indicate the envelope

of the fit. In c), we plot the actual peak positions obtained for the Sr3d5/2 bulk component, as indicated by the red

circles/triangles in (a,b). The relative area contribution of the surface component to the total core level area is shown

in d). Dashed lines represent guide to the eyes.
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and one to a surface component, typically identified as SrO secondary phase,54–56 as shown in

Figs. 4a,b). Embedded into the data are now individual fits after a Shirley background subtraction,

consisting of two Voigt doublets that represent the bulk component (at lower binding energy) and

the surface component (at higher binding energy) separated by 0.8 eV along the energy axis.54 In

the fitting, we assumed the same Lorentzian width (natural line width), peak splitting, and area

ratios for each doublet, but allowed different Gaussian widths to account for peak broadening

induced by non-uniform potential distribution along the penetration depth.57 All Sr3d core level

spectra obtained at different probing depths and oxygen atmosphere are described well by this

fitting scheme. Fig. 4c) plots the binding energy positions of the bulk Sr3d5/2 peaks (low bind-

ing energy component) obtained at different probing depths for the measurements in UHV and in

oxygen. As already indicated in Fig. 3, the binding energy positions of the Sr3d core level peaks

shifts towards lower values in more surface sensitive measurements. In both atmospheres, the shift

in binding energy with the probing depth is comparable (0.3 eV when varying the probing depth

from 0.4 nm to 1.2 nm). The similar slopes observed in UHV and 1.3 mbar O2 indicate compa-

rable electric fields (≈ 4 MV/cm) associated to the space charge layer under both conditions. As

a result of the varied oxygen atmosphere, however, the binding energies in oxygen and UHV are

offset by 0.55 eV [Footnote inserted]58, indicating a significant shift of the Fermi-level into the

band gap when inducing oxidizing conditions.41,59 This result is corroborated by the rigid shift

of all other core levels (see SI II) when exposing the sample to oxygen atmosphere. Hence, in

contrast to earlier reports,41 the responsible electron depletion layer is present both in UHV and

in oxidizing conditions, but becomes much more pronounced as the surface is exposed to oxygen.

Note that due to the present band bending, the peak positions observed in AP-XPS correspond to

apparent binding energy positions, as each of the spectra is composed by a superposition of mul-

tiple peaks all off-set along the binding energy axis. This makes the extraction of the real potential

profile from the peak positions difficult57 (for a more detailed discussion the reader is referred to

SI III).[text moved to SI]

C. Control of electronic transport properties

[text shortened] A consistent result is found in electrical transport measurements carried out at

similar temperature and under varied oxygen atmosphere. For the transport experiment, we used a

32 nm thick layer, for which the electrical properties are heavily dominated by the surface deple-
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Figure 5. a) Reversible change in sheet resistance (Rs, black) and sheet electron density (ns, blue) in response to an

abrupt change in ambient oxygen atmosphere (5×10−3 mbar→ 1 mbar→ 5×10−3 mbar), as determined for a 32 nm

thick 0.5 wt% n-SrTiO3 thin film at 670 K. b) Equilibrium resistance obtained after 12h of equilibration in a defined

oxygen pressure as a function of oxygen partial pressure (pO2).

tion layer, as indicated by the significantly decreased carrier density as compared to the nominal

dopant concentration (Fig. 2).

Fig. 5a) illustrates a dynamic change of the electrical transport properties, as the ambient pO2 is

varied. The measurement took place at a temperature of 670 K after an instantaneous change in

ambient atmosphere from 0.005 mbar up to 1 mbar and vice versa, which is comparable to the

pressure range used for our in-situ AP-XPS experiments, directly linking the results of the two

independent experimental technique (SI IV provides a more detailed comparison of the dynamics

observed in the two experiments). [text moved to SI] Changing the ambient pO2 at elevated tem-

peratures immediately drives a reaction of the sheet resistance of the thin film. An increase of the

pO2 results in an increase of Rs while a subsequent decrease of the pO2 results in a decrease of

Rs. This means that at a temperature of 670 K the chemical response of the thin film (as probed by

AP-XPS) results in an active variation of the carrier density in the film. As displayed in Fig. 5 b),

the equilibirum sheet resistance obtained after 12 h of equilibration at constant oxygen pressure

increases when increasing the ambient pO2 stepwise, indicating a continuously increasing effect

of the electron surface depletion as the sample is exposed to higher oxygen concentrations.

The observed resistance change goes hand in hand with an altered sheet electron concentration

(nS = [eRsµ(T)]
−1). Here, µ(T ) denotes the electron mobility, which was determined directly in

high temperature Hall measurements (µ(670 K) = 0.45 cm2/Vs, see SI V for details). [text short-
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ened] This allows to convert the transient change in RS into a transient change in electron density

yielding the evolution of the average sheet carrier density in the n-SrTiO3 thin film upon a change

in pO2 (lower panel of Fig. 5 a), blue). The trend of ns correlates directly to the formation of the

more pronounced surface space charge layer observed in spectroscopy as the sample gets oxidized.

The higher the ambient pO2 the more the Fermi level is shifted into the band gap, resulting in a

lower carrier concentration in the thin film, cf. Fig 4 c).

The corresponding band bending is characterized by a built-in electric field, which via Gauss

law is associated to a charge Q/A located at the surface of n-SrTiO3. In order to quantitatively

evaluate this surface charge from the electrical resistance measurements, we obtain Q/A as the dif-

ference of electron density contributing to transport (ns) and the total amount of niobium dopants

available in the thin film

Q/A = ns −ND · dlayer , (1)

where dlayer denotes the thin film thickness. The corresponding electric field at the surface is then

given by

E =
Q/A

ε0εr
. (2)

Table I summarizes the values determined using the equilibrium sheet electron concentrations

obtained in 0.005 mbar and 1 mbar of oxygen (Fig. 5a)). [text shortened] The electric field at

the surface obtained from this estimation is of order of 4.3− 4.4 MVcm−1, which corresponds

well with strong peak shifts observed at different probing depth in AP-XPS (Fig. 4 c)). The

corresponding surface charge yields −2.88 and −3.00× 1014 e/cm2, respectively. Taking into

account the dielectric constant of SrTiO3 (εr(670 K) = 122),31 a screening length in the order of

Table I. Sheet carrier concentration, surface charge, and electric fields established in different oxygen atmo-

sphere, as estimated from Fig. 5, for a temperature of 670 K.

0.005 mbar O2 (Rs) 1 mbar O2 (Rs)

Sheet resistance Rs [kΩ] 78.3 83.9

Sheet carrier concentration ns [cm−2] 1.76 × 1014 1.65 × 1014

Surface charge Q/A [e cm−2] −2.88×1014
−3.00×1014

Electric field E [MV cm−1] −4.30 −4.44
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20 nm can be estimated. This screening length can explain the suppressed conductivity in thin

films at a film thickness of up to 30 nm. The surface charge changes by 3.9 % with the transition

from low to high pO2, while the sheet resistance changes by 6.7 %. Hence, a small alteration of

the pO2 affect the electron transport along the surface of n-SrTiO3 significantly.

D. Surface redox chemistry of n-SrTiO3

The observed pO2 dependence of the core level binding energies and of the electronic transport

properties along the thin films cannot be explained by a classical surface potential caused by

intrinsic surface states, as this would be expected to show no pO2 dependence at all. Therefore,

the observed behavior and particularly the evolution of Sr3d spectral shape hints towards a more

complex surface mechanism, involving the surface redox-chemistry of n-SrTiO3. In this case, two

possible mechanisms have been suggested, implying either strontium vacancy formation or the

presence of charged oxygen adsorbates at the surface.31,41,43 In the latter case, it is unlikely to

observe a strong response of the Sr core levels on pO2, while no significant change is observed in

O1s. In contrast, this is a strong hint towards a Sr vacancy scenario. Here, we additionally probed

the chemical bonding states at the surface quantitatively by evaluating the fits of the Sr3d core level

spectra measured in different atmospheres in more detail. Fig. 4 d) shows the relative contribution

of the surface component estimated by the area of the high binding energy doublet in comparison

to the total peak area. The more the probing depth is decreased, the more the areal contribution of

SrO surface component is increased in both atmospheres. This increase indicates a distinct surface

termination or SrO coverage at the surface of the n-SrTiO3 thin film for both ambient atmospheres.

The overall contribution of the high binding energy doublet at a low base pressure (33 % to 62 %)

is larger than at 1.3 mbar O2 (27 % to 45 %). While opposite behavior has been reported in

the literature when significant segregation of strontium from the bulk was observed,31,37,42,54 the

observations here can be understood by a chemical response limited to the very surface region of

the n-SrTiO3 thin film, which implies atomic scale morphological rearrangements confined to the

surface.

Based on the defect chemistry of n-SrTiO3 Meyer et al. correlated the formation of surface

charges in n-SrTiO3 at temperatures of 1500 K to SrO precipitation from the bulk accompanied by

the formation of strontium vacancies (V′′

Sr).
30,31 Such cation vacancies have a negative net charge.

Formed at the surface, they may hence be responsible for the observed surface charge that drives
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electron depletion from the surface of n-SrTiO3. Using Kroger-Vink notations60, this surface

reaction is described by

1
2

O2(g) + Srx
Sr(surf) + 2e− ⇋ V′′

Sr(surf) + (SrO)s.p. . (3)

[text shortened] While significant bulk dynamics of the Sr cation sublattice are limited to high

temperatures,30,31 our results clearly indicate that a surface process attributed to the Sr sublattice

is already active at temperatures of 670 K.41 Due to the high diffusion times of Sr ions (at 670 K

the Sr bulk diffusion length is about 1 Å within 24 hours),31 the varying intensity of the SrO

surface component may be related to a rearrangement of Sr ions at the surface, rather than to the

exsolution of Sr ions from deeper regions. In fact, as we propose, a mere conversion of charge-

neutral surface-terminating SrO units into extended precipitates can be responsible for the varied

electron depletion, while consistently explaining the observed AP-XPS results.

Fig. 6 shows a schematic illustration of this surface redox process. At low pressure, one may
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Figure 6. Schematic illustration of the proposed surface redox chemistry of n-SrTiO3 as the oxygen atmosphere is

varied (a,b). The corresponding band diagram towards the surface is shown in c). The variable negative ionic surface

charge provided by Sr vacancy defects is illustrated as a black box. Positive donor charges with the electron depletion

layer at the surface layer are labeled as (+)-sign.
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assume a surface that is partially SrO terminated as a result of the growth process due to the in-

complete growth of unit cells or slight non-stoichiometry.56,61 In this case, the SrO coverage is

charge neutral with respect to the lattice and is not accompanied by strontium vacancies at the

surface (Fig. 6 a)). Hence, this type of SrO coverage does not contribute a negative surface charge.

Spectroscopically, however, this surface termination contributes to the core level doublet attributed

to the SrO surface component at higher binding energy, rather than to the bulk contribution, due to

the altered chemical bonding environment at the surface.37,54,55,62

When increasing the oxygen pressure, the equilibrium of the surface reaction (eq. (3)) is shifted

to the right side.31 Hence, the crystal lattice favors to precipitate SrO and to form accompanying

strontium vacancy defects, thereby increasing the surface defect concentration (Fig. 6 b)). Due to

the moderate temperatures, the described reaction is confined to the n-SrTiO3 surface.

In the microscopic picture, an intuitive way to form surface strontium vacancies is the migra-

tion of strontium ions from surface-terminating SrO units on top of each other (as a first step of the

nucleation of SrO), accompanied by the uptake of oxygen from the ambient atmosphere (eq. (3)).

This process involves only a short migration length for strontium ions. Moreover, it is energeti-

cally favored as it minimizes the surface energy of the SrO precipitates, which have been shown to

have a strong tendency to nucleate in the form of islands and not monolayers.37,54,56,63–68 A further

ripening of the SrO islands through coalescence is suppressed by the low temperatures disabling

the SrO movement on the surface. In this way, a transformation of the former SrO termination em-

bedded into the SrTiO3 lattice to more extended precipitates yields the formation of rock-salt-type

SrO structures at the surface leaving behind double negatively charged V′′

Sr (Fig. 6 b)).

Island nucleation of the precipitated SrO also explains the higher overall contribution of the

SrO doublet at low base pressures (Fig. 4 d)). By increasing the pO2, the amount of SrO unit cells

located on top of each other increases (Fig. 6b)), resulting in a lower total area occupation by SrO

precipitates. Moreover, the contribution of buried SrO layers to the total intensity in XPS is re-

duced due to exponential attenuation of the emitted electrons. Hence, the total intensity of the SrO

surface component at higher binding energies decreases with an increase in pO2 (see also SI VI).

The altered negative surface charge provided by strontium vacancies formed at the surface drives

electron depletion underneath the surface, corresponding to upwards band bending such as illus-

trated in Fig. 6 c). As the concentration of surface defects varies with oxygen pressure, also the

band bending varies in response to the altered surface chemistry, causing stronger upwards band

bending at higher oxygen pressure (Fig. 6 c)). Note, that consistent with the proposed scenario,
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previous reports based on scanning probe techniques have shown that changes of atomic surface

reconstructions can already drive altered surface band bending69–71, further supporting our find-

ings.

Utilizing the surface charge determined from electrical characterization we can calculate the

V′′

Sr concentration needed to create the observed surface space charge layers. A single V′′

Sr is dou-

ble negatively charged. Hence, a V′′

Sr surface concentration [text shortened] of 1.44 × 1014 cm−2

and 1.50 × 1014 cm−2 is required for 0.005 mbar and 1 mbar O2, respectively, corresponding to

vacancy concentrations of 23.0 % and 24.0 % within the first monolayer. Strontium vacancies are

thus present at all tested conditions and cannot be removed even in UHV conditions. However,

a rather subtle alteration of the V′′

Sr concentration by just 1.0 percent point leads to significant

changes in the surface band bending and the corresponding electrical properties. The ionic com-

pensation of positive donor charge inside the layer via Sr vacancy defects is consistent with the

classical defect chemistry of donor-doped SrTiO3 favoring Sr vacancy formation over a wide range

of oxygen activity, too.30,31 The kinetic limitations that apply, however, suppress the formation of

vacancy defects deep in the bulk of the thin films resulting in a spatial separation of negatively

charged surface defects and positively charged donors in the adjacent electron depletion layer

(Fig.6c).

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We discussed the electrical surface properties of n-SrTiO3 thin films showing significant elec-

tron depletion at their surface. [text shortened] Electron depletion is evident from 1) a thickness-

dependent electron density, 2) probing-depth-dependent binding energy shift of all characteristic

core levels obtained from synchrotron based AP-XPS, and 3) from resistance relaxation experi-

ments showing a response of electrical transport to a varied oxygen atmosphere. The latter exper-

iments reveal a systematic pO2-dependence of the electron depletion layer. Evidently, the surface

space charge layer is present not only under oxidizing conditions at 1.3 mbar O2 but also at a low

base pressure of 10−8 mbar. Hence, even under vacuum conditions the electron depletion layer

obtained at the surface of n-SrTiO3 cannot be fully removed. Detailed Sr3d core level analysis

unveils a chemical surface response to a varied pO2 with a major impact on the Sr chemistry at

the surface. We propose clustering of SrO precipitates at the surface, leaving behind negatively

charged strontium vacancies at the surface of n-SrTiO3 as the origin of the surface space charge
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layer. In this way, a chemical control of the electrical properties of the thin film can be achieved

by its redox-chemistry. n-SrTiO3 deliberately has to be treated as a material that shows severe

band bending at its surface. This layer depends on pO2 and can be diminished by a treatment in

reducing conditions. However, it cannot by fully removed.

As we have demonstrated, surface and interface properties of doped transition metal oxides can

be altered by exploiting their surface redox-chemistry. Our results show that even subtle changes

in the surface chemistry can cause significant changes in the electrical transport properties. Hence,

growth as well as measurement atmosphere needs to be selected and adjusted carefully, when ad-

dressing n-doped TMOs. This conclusion is important for the use of n-SrTiO3 as quasi metallic

substrate material in highly oxidizing growth processes and also opens a new field of possible

direct functionality. Particularly, similar to surface properties addressed in this study, interface

properties in n-SrTiO3 will depend on the redox chemistry, too.
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